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taylor taylor$(<expr>, <x>, <a>, <n>)$
Taylor or Laurent
solve solve $([<eqn_{-}1>, \ldots, <eqn_{-}n>], [<x_{-}1>, \ldots, <x_{-}n>])$
mnewton mnewton $(<$ FuncList $>, <$ VarList $>, <$ GuessList $>)$
Newton method







3 $Iqr_{P}ic$ ( )
45
2.1
$\bullet$ ( ) $\vec{r}=(\cos t, \sin t, t)$
$r3d(t)$ $:=$ [cos(t), sin(t), t]$ (Maxima code)
$\bullet$ ( )
setangle(20,60)$ ( $I\Phi^{r_{P^{ic}}}$ code)
( ) $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$
( $\vec{n}$ )
$\bullet$
r-plane(t) $:=r3d(t)-$ inprod$(n, r3d(t))$ $*$ n$ (Maxima code)
$r2d(t)$ $:=$ $[inprod$ ( $r$ -plane(t), ex-pp),
inprod(r-plane(t), ey-pp) $]$ $ (Maxima code)
$z(t)$ $:=$ inprod$(r3d(t), n)$ $ (Maxima code)
inprod } Maxima







CRV LNGTH-LIMIT (default 1.5)
get-proper-regions( func, var, regions ) ( Maxima )
2. Taylor
eql: taylor(xl(tl)-x2(t2), tl, rgnl-st, 3, $t2$ , rgn2-st, 3) (Maxima code)
eq2: taylor(yl(tl)-y2(t2), tl, rgnl-st, 3, $t2,$ $rgn2st,$ $3$ ) (Maxima code)
( ) 1 $r2d_{-}1(t)=$ (xl(t), yl $(t)$ ) 2 $r2d_{-}2(t)=(x2(t), y2(t))$




ans: solve $([eql, eq2], [tl, t2])$ (Maxima code)
4. 3. Newton method
para: mnewton([x(tl)-x(t2), $y(tl)-y(t2)]$ , [tl, $t2]$ , ans[l])$
(Maxima code)
ptl: float (ev( $[x(t),$ $y(t)]$ , t $=$ para[l]))$ (Maxima code)
( ) [0.5950476556147, 1.969894606719056]
pt2: float ( $ev\backslash ([x(t),$ $y(t)]$ , t $=$ para[2]))$ (Maxima code)
( ) [0.5950476565923, 1.969894600543818]
hl: float(ev(z(t), $t=$ para[l]))$ (Maxima code)
( ) 3.062407372837459
$h2$ : float(ev(z(t), $t$ $=$ para[2]))$ (Maxima code)
( ) 7.762074521610913
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